SENATE ELECTIONS: UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS - Science Constituency (TWO to be elected)

The following undergraduate students have been nominated for Senate (term from July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020). The statements and photos of candidates, if available, have been included below.

1. **BIRDI, Sharon** – Medical Science
2. **JOE, Vakkachen** – Medical Science
3. **KHURANA, Manraj** – Integrated Sciences

---

**BIRDI, Sharon – Medical Science**

---

**JOE, Vakkachen – Medical Science**

My name is Vakkachen Joe, most people call me Vak, and I am currently studying Medical Science. I am one of the First Year Representatives on the Science Students’ Council, the First Year Representative for Western’s Biochemistry Club, as well as a Junior Commissioner of the Ontario Hall Residence Council Marketing Committee. I want to be on senate because I am an extremely passionate, dedicated, and motivated individual who is ready and willing to stand up and advocate for science students. I want to represent all members of the science faculty and hopefully, you want me to do that too.

---

**KHURANA, Manraj – Integrated Sciences**